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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In West Africa, like in other parts of the world, 

the need for trade to grow. 

corresponding increase in jobs, incomes, state revenues and profits for business

result of this is the ability to improve the living standards of the people. 

Alliance, its members and other stakeholders 

move goods across borders quickly, efficiently and cheaply. 

to put all hands on deck to have one voice 

its annual conference, the Alliance brought together about 200 stakeholders from 15 

countries, including exporters, transporters, sec

civil society organizations, donors, trade and transport associations.

Enabling Growth, the conference was held at the Sheraton Hotel 

from 26th to 28th February. The first two days witnessed presentations and discussions on 

issues affecting transport and trade in West Africa, and also the election of a new Executive 

Committee (all conference presentations 

day was used for a field visit to 

The conference was supported by 

ECOWAS, NEXIM bank, British American To

Enterprise Limited, Nigerian Shippers’ Council, DHL, Nigerian Export Promotion Council and 

Nigeria Expanded Trade and Transport

by the Nigerian Shippers’ Council and 

Evidence has shown that unlike the other developing regions in the world, Africa has 

continued to underperform in its growth and development potentials, 

to low trade volumes among other factors.  Africa accounts for 

and possesses very rich agricultural and mineral endowments. Nonetheless, the 

contribution of the continent to trade has been poor. 

Nigeria’s Minister of Industry, Trade and Investment, Mr. Robe

of NEXIM Bank, said the low trade performance in Africa has a relationship with the 

continent’s development challenges

public and private sectors to remove some of the impediments 

integration in order to create a bigger market and an investment habitat

Explaining the rationale behind the existence 

the United States Ambassador

USAID’s interest to enhance trade facilitation throughout West Africa. He indicated that 

facilitating trade is not merel

Thus, there is the need to have the Borderless Alliance as a focal point for identifying 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In West Africa, like in other parts of the world, in order for the economy to grow, there is 

the need for trade to grow.  This increased trade would, in turn, translate into a 

corresponding increase in jobs, incomes, state revenues and profits for business

result of this is the ability to improve the living standards of the people. 

and other stakeholders seek to have a West Africa where trucks can 

quickly, efficiently and cheaply. One sure way 

to put all hands on deck to have one voice to be able to do effective advocacy.

, the Alliance brought together about 200 stakeholders from 15 

, including exporters, transporters, security services, government representatives, 

civil society organizations, donors, trade and transport associations. 

the conference was held at the Sheraton Hotel – Ikeja in Lagos, Nigeria, 

February. The first two days witnessed presentations and discussions on 

issues affecting transport and trade in West Africa, and also the election of a new Executive 

(all conference presentations are available at www.borderlesswa.com

day was used for a field visit to see one of Lagos’ most ambitious development projects. 

The conference was supported by USAID, African Development Bank, Damco West Africa, 

ECOWAS, NEXIM bank, British American Tobacco, Port Autonome d’Abidjan, Tarzan 

Enterprise Limited, Nigerian Shippers’ Council, DHL, Nigerian Export Promotion Council and 

Nigeria Expanded Trade and Transport Project. It was hosted by NEXIM Bank and 

by the Nigerian Shippers’ Council and NEXIM Bank.   

Evidence has shown that unlike the other developing regions in the world, Africa has 

continued to underperform in its growth and development potentials, and this is 

to low trade volumes among other factors.  Africa accounts for 15% of the global population 

and possesses very rich agricultural and mineral endowments. Nonetheless, the 

contribution of the continent to trade has been poor. Opening the conference on behalf of 

Nigeria’s Minister of Industry, Trade and Investment, Mr. Roberts Orya, Managing Director 

of NEXIM Bank, said the low trade performance in Africa has a relationship with the 

continent’s development challenges. He, therefore, called for concerted efforts of both 

public and private sectors to remove some of the impediments to free trade and regional 

integration in order to create a bigger market and an investment habitat in Africa

Explaining the rationale behind the existence of such an institution as Borderless Alliance

Ambassador to Nigeria, His Excellency, James Entwistle

interest to enhance trade facilitation throughout West Africa. He indicated that 

facilitating trade is not merely a development objective, but a development imperative. 

Thus, there is the need to have the Borderless Alliance as a focal point for identifying 

in order for the economy to grow, there is 

This increased trade would, in turn, translate into a 

corresponding increase in jobs, incomes, state revenues and profits for businesses. The end 

result of this is the ability to improve the living standards of the people. The Borderless 

a West Africa where trucks can 

sure way to achieve this is 

do effective advocacy. This year, at 

, the Alliance brought together about 200 stakeholders from 15 

urity services, government representatives, 

 Under the theme 

Ikeja in Lagos, Nigeria, 

February. The first two days witnessed presentations and discussions on 

issues affecting transport and trade in West Africa, and also the election of a new Executive 

www.borderlesswa.com). The last 

see one of Lagos’ most ambitious development projects.   

Development Bank, Damco West Africa, 

bacco, Port Autonome d’Abidjan, Tarzan 

Enterprise Limited, Nigerian Shippers’ Council, DHL, Nigerian Export Promotion Council and 

hosted by NEXIM Bank and co-hosted 

Evidence has shown that unlike the other developing regions in the world, Africa has 

and this is attributed 

of the global population 

and possesses very rich agricultural and mineral endowments. Nonetheless, the 

Opening the conference on behalf of 

rts Orya, Managing Director 

of NEXIM Bank, said the low trade performance in Africa has a relationship with the 

called for concerted efforts of both 

o free trade and regional 

in Africa.  

of such an institution as Borderless Alliance, 

Entwistle, reiterated the 

interest to enhance trade facilitation throughout West Africa. He indicated that 

y a development objective, but a development imperative. 

Thus, there is the need to have the Borderless Alliance as a focal point for identifying 
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barriers to trade and bringing together trade and investment professionals to work on 

common solutions. The opening ceremony was attended by representatives from partner 

institutions, donors, development partners, public and private sector institutions.

interaction with donor partners, d

Alliance lauded the donors for their support, and appealed to them for continuous 

collaboration with the Alliance in order to rid the West Africa region of the barriers which 

impede free flow of trade.  

The first day of the conference provided 

Enabling Growth – Perspectives and Challenges

restricting economic growth in the sub

shared some key development projects being 

and long term. Trade Facilitation Protocols: Overcoming Border Crossing Challenges

also discussed. Participants outlined 

comparing them with the actual experiences of private

The second day continued with panel discussions focused on 

Transport Sectors, Issues with Corridor Management in West Africa, Critical Comparison of 

Road, Rail and Sea Transport Options for Intra

Facilitation. Key financial institutions 

how stakeholders can qualify to access these products

efforts in the region aimed at reducin

regions.  Some revolutionary ideas and planned projects to address the problems of long 

transit times for transport by sea, poor rail network preventing intra

etc. were shared, as well as best practice sharing in the use of ICT to make groundbreaking 

innovations in transport and trade facilitation in the region.

Enabling Growth was brought

Roberts Orya, CEO of NEXIM Bank, to Mr. Ali Traoré, Director General of the Burkina Faso 

Shippers’ Council. This means stakeholders and partners in Burkina Faso have accepted to 

host the next conference – Borderless 2015.

The last day provided an opp

reclamation project on the Victoria Island in Lagos. Participants were taken through a 

presentation of the project and later a 

 

DETAILED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

DAY 1 – February 26, 2014

OPENING CEREMONY 
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barriers to trade and bringing together trade and investment professionals to work on 

ening ceremony was attended by representatives from partner 

institutions, donors, development partners, public and private sector institutions.

interaction with donor partners, during lunch break, the Executive Committee of Borderless 

uded the donors for their support, and appealed to them for continuous 

collaboration with the Alliance in order to rid the West Africa region of the barriers which 

The first day of the conference provided a platform for panel discussions. Discussing 

Perspectives and Challenges, participants identified

restricting economic growth in the sub-region – highlighting the role of investment

development projects being undertaken to boost growth in the medium 

Trade Facilitation Protocols: Overcoming Border Crossing Challenges

also discussed. Participants outlined key existing ECOWAS trade facilitation protocols

the actual experiences of private sector operators on the ground

The second day continued with panel discussions focused on Financing the Trade and 

Issues with Corridor Management in West Africa, Critical Comparison of 

Road, Rail and Sea Transport Options for Intra-regional Trade, and

ey financial institutions presented available financing packages, and describe

how stakeholders can qualify to access these products. Participants highlighted

efforts in the region aimed at reducing bribery and delays on various corridors within the 

revolutionary ideas and planned projects to address the problems of long 

transit times for transport by sea, poor rail network preventing intra-regional trade by rail, 

best practice sharing in the use of ICT to make groundbreaking 

transport and trade facilitation in the region. Borderless 2014 Conference: 

was brought to a close with the handing over of the baton fro

Roberts Orya, CEO of NEXIM Bank, to Mr. Ali Traoré, Director General of the Burkina Faso 

Shippers’ Council. This means stakeholders and partners in Burkina Faso have accepted to 

Borderless 2015. 

The last day provided an opportunity for a field visit to the Eko Atlantic 

on the Victoria Island in Lagos. Participants were taken through a 

presentation of the project and later a tour of the project site.  

DETAILED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 

February 26, 2014 

barriers to trade and bringing together trade and investment professionals to work on 

ening ceremony was attended by representatives from partner 

institutions, donors, development partners, public and private sector institutions. At a side 

uring lunch break, the Executive Committee of Borderless 

uded the donors for their support, and appealed to them for continuous 

collaboration with the Alliance in order to rid the West Africa region of the barriers which 

scussions. Discussing 

ied key bottlenecks 

the role of investment – and 

boost growth in the medium 

Trade Facilitation Protocols: Overcoming Border Crossing Challenges was 

key existing ECOWAS trade facilitation protocols, 

sector operators on the ground.  

Financing the Trade and 

Issues with Corridor Management in West Africa, Critical Comparison of 

and ICT in Trade 

available financing packages, and described 

Participants highlighted some of the 

g bribery and delays on various corridors within the 

revolutionary ideas and planned projects to address the problems of long 

regional trade by rail, 

best practice sharing in the use of ICT to make groundbreaking 

Borderless 2014 Conference: 

a close with the handing over of the baton from Mr. 

Roberts Orya, CEO of NEXIM Bank, to Mr. Ali Traoré, Director General of the Burkina Faso 

Shippers’ Council. This means stakeholders and partners in Burkina Faso have accepted to 

ortunity for a field visit to the Eko Atlantic City, a land 

on the Victoria Island in Lagos. Participants were taken through a 
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The opening ceremony was attended by high

delivered solidarity messages, 

Ambassador to Nigeria; Hon. Aliyu Gebe

Parliament;  Mr. Enobong Umoession, Private Sector Directorate of the ECOWAS 

Commission; Mr. Roberts Orya, Managing Director of Nigeria Export 

Aliyu of the Nigeria Export Promotion Council; 

Permanent Interstates Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (

Nwani, Director of Research and Advocacy of the Lagos Chamber of Commerce; and Mrs. 

Dabney Shall-Holma, Director of Commercial 

Solidarity messages were also delivered by the African Development Bank (

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 

Mr. Ziad Hamoui, President of Borderless Alliance, 

partners, donors/sponsors and other stakeholders

successes the Alliance has chalked so far, its challenges and lessons learned, he implored all 

stakeholders to keep up the collaborative spirit 

affect regional trade in West Africa.

Nigerian Shippers’ Council, Mrs. Sha

bodies for the Borderless Alliance. She said intra

promoting economic growth and development. 

Parliament and standing in for the Spe

free movement and development, ECOWAS established a Committee on Trade and Free 

Movement of Persons which has been mandated to organize visits to community borders to 

have a feel of the reality on the g

goods and persons across borders should not translate into absence of checks and controls 

which are necessary for security of persons and property.

Ambassador James Entwistle reiterated the 

efforts of the Borderless Alliance in

Africa. According to him, facilitating

development imperative. He therefore expressed the 

Alliance as a focal point for identifying barriers to trade and bringing together trade and 

investment professionals to work on common solutions.

Delivering the keynote address to open the conference, Mr. Roberts Orya, Chief Executive 

Officer of NEXIM Bank, observed that the low trade volumes in Africa should be of concern 

to all stakeholders. He said Africa’s contribution to global trade stands at 

against Europe’s 35.6%, 31.5% for Asia and 13.2% for North America. Intra

also low with 10% for Africa and 12% for the ECOWAS, in sharp contrast to the European 

Union’s 50%, 40% in the North America Free Trade Area, and

North East Asian Nations. Given that trade, especially in the ECOWAS zone
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attended by high-level delegates from across the region, 

delivered solidarity messages, including His Excellency, James Entwistle, the United States 

Ambassador to Nigeria; Hon. Aliyu Gebe, Representative of the Speaker 

bong Umoession, Private Sector Directorate of the ECOWAS 

Roberts Orya, Managing Director of Nigeria Export – Import Bank; 

Aliyu of the Nigeria Export Promotion Council; Mr. Djimé Adoum, Executive Secretary of 

Permanent Interstates Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS

Nwani, Director of Research and Advocacy of the Lagos Chamber of Commerce; and Mrs. 

Director of Commercial Shipping Services, Nigeria Shippers’ Council

Solidarity messages were also delivered by the African Development Bank (

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).  

Mr. Ziad Hamoui, President of Borderless Alliance, acknowledged the contri

partners, donors/sponsors and other stakeholders to the Alliance. While outlining the 

successes the Alliance has chalked so far, its challenges and lessons learned, he implored all 

stakeholders to keep up the collaborative spirit and beware of very little expenses 

regional trade in West Africa. Speaking for the Nigeria Ministry of Transport and the 

Nigerian Shippers’ Council, Mrs. Shall-Homa pledged the continuous support of the two 

bodies for the Borderless Alliance. She said intra-regional trade plays an important role in 

promoting economic growth and development. Hon. Aliyu Gebe, a Member of ECOWAS 

Parliament and standing in for the Speaker, said in recognition of the relationship between 

free movement and development, ECOWAS established a Committee on Trade and Free 

Movement of Persons which has been mandated to organize visits to community borders to 

have a feel of the reality on the ground. He reminded participants that free movement of 

goods and persons across borders should not translate into absence of checks and controls 

which are necessary for security of persons and property. 

Entwistle reiterated the continuous readiness of 

Alliance in order to enhance trade facilitation throughout West 

facilitating trade goes beyond a development

He therefore expressed the need for all to see 

Alliance as a focal point for identifying barriers to trade and bringing together trade and 

investment professionals to work on common solutions. 

Delivering the keynote address to open the conference, Mr. Roberts Orya, Chief Executive 

observed that the low trade volumes in Africa should be of concern 

to all stakeholders. He said Africa’s contribution to global trade stands at 

against Europe’s 35.6%, 31.5% for Asia and 13.2% for North America. Intra

r Africa and 12% for the ECOWAS, in sharp contrast to the European 

Union’s 50%, 40% in the North America Free Trade Area, and 25% among the Association of 

North East Asian Nations. Given that trade, especially in the ECOWAS zone

level delegates from across the region, who 

His Excellency, James Entwistle, the United States 

resentative of the Speaker of the ECOWAS 

bong Umoession, Private Sector Directorate of the ECOWAS 

Import Bank; Mr. Sidi 

Djimé Adoum, Executive Secretary of the 

CILSS); Mr. Vincent 

Nwani, Director of Research and Advocacy of the Lagos Chamber of Commerce; and Mrs. 

Nigeria Shippers’ Council. 

Solidarity messages were also delivered by the African Development Bank (AfDB), and the 

acknowledged the contributions of 

. While outlining the 

successes the Alliance has chalked so far, its challenges and lessons learned, he implored all 

little expenses which 

Speaking for the Nigeria Ministry of Transport and the 

oma pledged the continuous support of the two 

regional trade plays an important role in 

, a Member of ECOWAS 

aker, said in recognition of the relationship between 

free movement and development, ECOWAS established a Committee on Trade and Free 

Movement of Persons which has been mandated to organize visits to community borders to 

that free movement of 

goods and persons across borders should not translate into absence of checks and controls 

eadiness of USAID to support 

enhance trade facilitation throughout West 

development objective to a 

see the Borderless 

Alliance as a focal point for identifying barriers to trade and bringing together trade and 

Delivering the keynote address to open the conference, Mr. Roberts Orya, Chief Executive 

observed that the low trade volumes in Africa should be of concern 

to all stakeholders. He said Africa’s contribution to global trade stands at 3.5% as at 2012 as 

against Europe’s 35.6%, 31.5% for Asia and 13.2% for North America. Intra-regional trade is 

r Africa and 12% for the ECOWAS, in sharp contrast to the European 

25% among the Association of 

North East Asian Nations. Given that trade, especially in the ECOWAS zone, faces such 
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obstacles as tariff and non-tariff barriers, the CEO of NEXIM Bank indicated that r

these barriers requires, to a large extent, coope

member countries to bring about the needed redress. It is when this is done that Borderless 

Alliance will find expression in 

private partnership. He said th

close cross-country collaboration in line with ECOWAS’ and UEMOA’s objective of promoting 

regional integration and economic development within Africa. 

Mr. Orya reaffirmed NEXIM Bank’s support for initiatives targeted at removing trade 

barriers and enhancing trade flows across borders in line with 

manifest in the Sea Link Project, a collaborative initiative with the Federatio

African Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FEWACCI), which now covers the West and 

Central Africa regions with a consumer base of 440 million people and a Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of US $619 billion. The Guest Speaker concluded by calling 

to avail themselves of the networking and the business

by the conference and to look at opportunities 

The central idea of remarks made by other speakers was 

stakeholders to rid West Africa of its trade barriers and make the region really attain that 

borderless status that it deserves. 

The Executive Secretary of Borderless Alliance

conducted in the year 2013. The major highlights of the presentation were the expansion of 

BA national committees to Burkina Faso, Ghana, 

development of Borderless M

(BIC); and membership drive and strategic partnership in the form 

Alliance had signed with African Development Bank (AfDB) . One area 

strengthening of the capacity and institutional build

Secretariat. Currently, the Alliance has a full team of 9 members

Executive Secretary. The Team executes activities of 

collaboration with the National Committees. 

 

ENABLING GROWTH – PERSPECTIVES AND CHALLENGES

The purpose of this panel discussion was to identify some of the key bottlenecks restricting 

economic growth in the sub-region, highlight the role of investment, and share some of the 

key development projects being 

The panel was chaired by a private enterprise, the Dangote Group

OJEIKERE, Chief Marketing Officer.

In the key presentation, Dr. 

Office, said many challenges r
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tariff barriers, the CEO of NEXIM Bank indicated that r

these barriers requires, to a large extent, cooperation and strong political will among 

member countries to bring about the needed redress. It is when this is done that Borderless 

in its formation as a regional advocacy platform under a public

. He said the Alliance has become very important and relevant to foster 

country collaboration in line with ECOWAS’ and UEMOA’s objective of promoting 

regional integration and economic development within Africa.  

Mr. Orya reaffirmed NEXIM Bank’s support for initiatives targeted at removing trade 

barriers and enhancing trade flows across borders in line with strategic objectives. This is 

manifest in the Sea Link Project, a collaborative initiative with the Federatio

African Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FEWACCI), which now covers the West and 

Central Africa regions with a consumer base of 440 million people and a Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of US $619 billion. The Guest Speaker concluded by calling 

to avail themselves of the networking and the business-to-business opportunities provided 

to look at opportunities that abound in Nigeria.  

remarks made by other speakers was a call for concerted ef

stakeholders to rid West Africa of its trade barriers and make the region really attain that 

borderless status that it deserves.   

The Executive Secretary of Borderless Alliance, Mr. Justin Bayili, presented the activities 

r 2013. The major highlights of the presentation were the expansion of 

Burkina Faso, Ghana, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and Togo

Members’ Directory; activities of Border Information Centres 

membership drive and strategic partnership in the form of an Aide

signed with African Development Bank (AfDB) . One area of 

the capacity and institutional building of the Borderless Alliance 

the Alliance has a full team of 9 members, in addition to 

Executive Secretary. The Team executes activities of the Alliance in the region in 

the National Committees.  

PERSPECTIVES AND CHALLENGES 

The purpose of this panel discussion was to identify some of the key bottlenecks restricting 

region, highlight the role of investment, and share some of the 

key development projects being undertaken to boost growth in the medium 

panel was chaired by a private enterprise, the Dangote Group, represented by Mr. 

fficer. 

presentation, Dr. Ousmane DORE, Regional Director of AfDB Nigeria Country 

challenges remain with Africa despite its economic growth. 

tariff barriers, the CEO of NEXIM Bank indicated that removing 

ration and strong political will among 

member countries to bring about the needed redress. It is when this is done that Borderless 

its formation as a regional advocacy platform under a public-

has become very important and relevant to foster 

country collaboration in line with ECOWAS’ and UEMOA’s objective of promoting 

Mr. Orya reaffirmed NEXIM Bank’s support for initiatives targeted at removing trade 

strategic objectives. This is 

manifest in the Sea Link Project, a collaborative initiative with the Federation of West 

African Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FEWACCI), which now covers the West and 

Central Africa regions with a consumer base of 440 million people and a Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) of US $619 billion. The Guest Speaker concluded by calling on all participants 

business opportunities provided 

call for concerted efforts of all 

stakeholders to rid West Africa of its trade barriers and make the region really attain that 

presented the activities 

r 2013. The major highlights of the presentation were the expansion of 

Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and Togo; 

activities of Border Information Centres 

f an Aide-memoire the 

of emphasis was the 

ing of the Borderless Alliance 

, in addition to the 

Alliance in the region in 

The purpose of this panel discussion was to identify some of the key bottlenecks restricting 

region, highlight the role of investment, and share some of the 

boost growth in the medium and long term.  

represented by Mr. Oare 

, Regional Director of AfDB Nigeria Country 

conomic growth. Thus, there is 
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the need to work on an inclusive growth that will 

and industrialization, infrastructure development, harnessing regional integration, 

pursuing climate resilience development

leadership, urbanization, socio

climate change as factors that w

states.  

Participants and other panelists

Nwuneli, said seeing Agriculture as business will 

to do so, it's important to facilitate agricultural trade 

access to finance as a big challenge 

learn and grow together.   

The Regional Representative

organization is doing the needed basic research with the support of UKAid. In her view, 

there is the need for regional cooperation on trade to improve trade facilitation and 

invest in transport infrastructure. Saana Consulting is working with the Ministry of Trade o

Nigeria on the Abuja Process

Ministers from some countries within the ECOWAS zone

reducing delays and procedures

the need to focus on regional integration.

Mr. Paul Fekete, Senior Trade A

the new agreement of World Trade Organization (WTO) on trade facilitation. Basically

agreement is on 30 articles related to border control issues

formalities. Mr. Fekete underscored 

facilitation agreements and their positive impact on export and investments. 

West African countries and 

agreements on trade facilitation. 

Recommendations 

• Help the informal trade sector to integrate itself into the economy in terms of 

inclusive growth. 

 

• Support the implementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional road map 

for integration and intra

 

• Facilitate access to finance for transporters and Small and Medium Enterprises

(SMEs), especially in 

inclusive growth. 
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inclusive growth that will be of benefit to all. H

and industrialization, infrastructure development, harnessing regional integration, 

climate resilience development as factors that will strengthen trade; and 

leadership, urbanization, socio-economic equality, investment in human resources, 

that will drive economic growth to create capable developmental 

Participants and other panelists made contributions. The Director of Sahel Capital, Ms. 

Agriculture as business will promote Africa’s development. To 

do so, it's important to facilitate agricultural trade across borders. She also pointed 

access to finance as a big challenge to agricultural trade. To sum it up, she said 

Regional Representative of Saana Consulting, Ms. Lola Fadumiyo, 

is doing the needed basic research with the support of UKAid. In her view, 

regional cooperation on trade to improve trade facilitation and 

n transport infrastructure. Saana Consulting is working with the Ministry of Trade o

Process (the product of a meeting held in Abuja, Nigeria, for Trade 

Ministers from some countries within the ECOWAS zone). The Abuja Process

delays and procedures at the borders. She concluded her submission by calli

the need to focus on regional integration.  

Mr. Paul Fekete, Senior Trade Advisor at USAID Washington DC, focused his 

World Trade Organization (WTO) on trade facilitation. Basically

agreement is on 30 articles related to border control issues, including transit

underscored the importance of the implementation of trade 

facilitation agreements and their positive impact on export and investments. 

countries and the private sector to take advantage of the new WTO 

on trade facilitation.  

Help the informal trade sector to integrate itself into the economy in terms of 

plementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional road map 

for integration and intra-regional trade. 

Facilitate access to finance for transporters and Small and Medium Enterprises

in agriculture, which is creating jobs and could 

He mentioned trade 

and industrialization, infrastructure development, harnessing regional integration, and 

strengthen trade; and good 

economic equality, investment in human resources, and 

capable developmental 

Sahel Capital, Ms. Ndidi 

evelopment. To be able 

. She also pointed out 

To sum it up, she said we need to 

 observed that her 

is doing the needed basic research with the support of UKAid. In her view, 

regional cooperation on trade to improve trade facilitation and to 

n transport infrastructure. Saana Consulting is working with the Ministry of Trade of 

the product of a meeting held in Abuja, Nigeria, for Trade 

. The Abuja Process aims at 

her submission by calling for 

focused his contribution on 

World Trade Organization (WTO) on trade facilitation. Basically, this 

including transits, fees and 

implementation of trade 

facilitation agreements and their positive impact on export and investments. He called on 

private sector to take advantage of the new WTO 

Help the informal trade sector to integrate itself into the economy in terms of 

plementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional road map 

Facilitate access to finance for transporters and Small and Medium Enterprises 

creating jobs and could bring about 
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• Support the implementation of the WTO agreement
 

 

 

TRADE FACILITATION PROTOCOLS: OVERCOMING BORDER CROSSING CHALLENGES 

The panel sought to present the key existing ECOWAS  trade facilitation protocols, including 

the ECOWAS Trade Liberalization Scheme (ETLS), 

Common External Tariff (CET), and to compare th

sector operators on the ground. This is because, crossing borders in West Africa for people, 

as well as goods, is still characterized by long delays and high costs. Key presentations were 

made by Dr. Sola Afolabi, Business Environment Adv

Roland Riboux, Managing Director (MD)

Adoum, Executive Secretary of CILSS

the apex Livestock Association in West Af

Commercial Officer- DAMCO Logistics West Africa and Mr. Cheick Abdel Kader Dansoko, 

Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament.

Area Head of Commercial Engagement

Dr. Afolabi centered his presentation 

the history of ECOWAS which was created in 1975 as a mean

revised treaty of 1993 which brought out the integration 

Executive Secretariat was transformed into 

• The ECOWAS Trade Liberalization Scheme (ETLS)
with the aim to remove customs duties on raw materials and 
extended to industrial products

• The Inter State Road Transit (ISRT) Convention  to facilit
landlocked countries;

• The ECOWAS Comm
which will come into 
0% for essential social goods (85 tariff lines), 5% for goods of primary necessity 
(2146 tariff lines), 10% for inputs an
for final consumption goods (2165 tariff lines) and 35% for specific goods (130 
tariff lines);    

• The ECOWAS free movement protocol 
residence and establishment in a Member Sta
 

To conclude, Dr. Afolabi said that ECOWAS 

therefore called for the acceleration of the implementation of protocols and acts, the 

monitoring of protocols, and the support 

Borderless Alliance.  
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Support the implementation of the WTO agreements on trade facilitation

TRADE FACILITATION PROTOCOLS: OVERCOMING BORDER CROSSING CHALLENGES 

The panel sought to present the key existing ECOWAS  trade facilitation protocols, including 

Liberalization Scheme (ETLS), the Inter-State Road Transit (ISRT) and 

Common External Tariff (CET), and to compare these with the actual exper

sector operators on the ground. This is because, crossing borders in West Africa for people, 

, is still characterized by long delays and high costs. Key presentations were 

made by Dr. Sola Afolabi, Business Environment Advisor of the Borderless Alliance and Mr. 

irector (MD) of Fludor Benin SA. Panelists included

Adoum, Executive Secretary of CILSS; Mr. Boni N’Cho Roger, Deputy Secretary General of 

the apex Livestock Association in West Africa, COFENABVI- AO, Mr. Frank Eshun, Chief 

DAMCO Logistics West Africa and Mr. Cheick Abdel Kader Dansoko, 

Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament. The panel was moderated by Mrs. Chinwe U

Area Head of Commercial Engagement- West Africa British American Tobacco. 

folabi centered his presentation on the major trade protocols of ECOWAS. He 

history of ECOWAS which was created in 1975 as a means of cooperation before the 

revised treaty of 1993 which brought out the integration aspect, and in 2007 the ECOWAS 

Executive Secretariat was transformed into a Commission. The major trade protocols are:

The ECOWAS Trade Liberalization Scheme (ETLS), which was established in 1975 
with the aim to remove customs duties on raw materials and 
extended to industrial products in 1990; 

The Inter State Road Transit (ISRT) Convention  to facilitate transit procedures for 
countries; 

The ECOWAS Common External Tariff (CET), which was adopted in 2013 and 
which will come into force on January 1, 2015. The CET has five bands that are 
0% for essential social goods (85 tariff lines), 5% for goods of primary necessity 
(2146 tariff lines), 10% for inputs and intermediate goods (1373 tariff lines), 20% 
for final consumption goods (2165 tariff lines) and 35% for specific goods (130 

The ECOWAS free movement protocol which rules on the right of entry, 
residence and establishment in a Member State.  

said that ECOWAS is faced with the problem of implementation

called for the acceleration of the implementation of protocols and acts, the 

and the support for public-private advocacy plat

on trade facilitation. 

TRADE FACILITATION PROTOCOLS: OVERCOMING BORDER CROSSING CHALLENGES  

The panel sought to present the key existing ECOWAS  trade facilitation protocols, including 

State Road Transit (ISRT) and the 

with the actual experiences of private 

sector operators on the ground. This is because, crossing borders in West Africa for people, 

, is still characterized by long delays and high costs. Key presentations were 

isor of the Borderless Alliance and Mr. 

of Fludor Benin SA. Panelists included: Dr. Djimé 

Mr. Boni N’Cho Roger, Deputy Secretary General of 

AO, Mr. Frank Eshun, Chief 

DAMCO Logistics West Africa and Mr. Cheick Abdel Kader Dansoko, 

The panel was moderated by Mrs. Chinwe Uzu, 

ica British American Tobacco.  

on the major trade protocols of ECOWAS. He traced 

of cooperation before the 

and in 2007 the ECOWAS 

Commission. The major trade protocols are: 

was established in 1975 
with the aim to remove customs duties on raw materials and which was 

ate transit procedures for 

adopted in 2013 and 
2015. The CET has five bands that are 

0% for essential social goods (85 tariff lines), 5% for goods of primary necessity 
d intermediate goods (1373 tariff lines), 20% 

for final consumption goods (2165 tariff lines) and 35% for specific goods (130 

rules on the right of entry, 

implementation. He 

called for the acceleration of the implementation of protocols and acts, the 

private advocacy platforms such as 
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Mr. Riboux made his presentation from a

issues when crossing the border. His presentation was structured on four 

• Material environment of 
flows and accelerated degradation;

• Regulatory environment
and non-application

• Trade environment
repatriation bound 

• Human environment
vehicles.   

 

Mr. RIBOUX ended his presentation on the note that 

trade (marginal with regard to the overall business in the zone) is 

economic and social development of 

Making his contribution, Mr. Adoum 

his organization is working on 

on agricultural and livestock products in West Africa. After analyzing

organizes national workshops to disseminate their reports and advocate 

improvement. He said until African countries 

be no value added creation, no jobs creation and these 

The Deputy Secretary General of COFENABVI, Mr. Roger B

by presenting his organization which promot

that they have achieved many

but there are still some problems 

are currency convertibility and money transfer

Mr. Frank Eshun, West Africa Chief Commercial Officer from DAMCO Logistics

delays, extortion and road blocks on the corridors

wondered whether people (customs, forwarders, carriers and drivers) 

protocols and acts. He bemoaned the difficulty people face in crossing 

absence of these borders will alleviate the problem.

Dr. Cheick Abdelkader Dansoko

very often mentioned as a factor strengthening border controls. 

The ECOWAS Parliament does not have any laws but has an advisory role. 

Thus, the Commission on Trade and 

borders with Members of Parliament (MPs)

stakeholders, both public and private.
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made his presentation from a private sector perspective, focusing on practical 

border. His presentation was structured on four 

aterial environment of the borders – under-sized and poor absorption of traffic 
accelerated degradation; 

Regulatory environment – the treaties and their complexities, superimposing, 
application; 

Trade environment – issues of prohibited products & contraband, problem of  
ion bound by the convertibility of the region’s currencies;

Human environment – responsibilities of drivers and carriers and status of 

ended his presentation on the note that the development of intra

trade (marginal with regard to the overall business in the zone) is a

economic and social development of West African States. 

Mr. Adoum DJIMÉ, the Executive Secretary of CILSS

zation is working on reducing road harassments and they collect 

agricultural and livestock products in West Africa. After analyzing

workshops to disseminate their reports and advocate 

African countries are able to trade among themselves

no value added creation, no jobs creation and these could bring hardships on people.

The Deputy Secretary General of COFENABVI, Mr. Roger Boni N’Cho, began

organization which promotes the livestock and meat sector. He mentioned 

achieved many results in terms of trade facilitation in the UEMOA sub region 

but there are still some problems in Nigeria, Ghana, Niger and Senegal. Their main concern

convertibility and money transfer within the region.  

, West Africa Chief Commercial Officer from DAMCO Logistics

delays, extortion and road blocks on the corridors as problems his company faces

people (customs, forwarders, carriers and drivers) really 

bemoaned the difficulty people face in crossing borders 

absence of these borders will alleviate the problem.  

ansoko, the Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament

very often mentioned as a factor strengthening border controls. 

The ECOWAS Parliament does not have any laws but has an advisory role. 

rade and Free Movement (CTFM) organizes regular

arliament (MPs) to discuss border crossing challenges with all 

public and private. 

focusing on practical 

border. His presentation was structured on four pillars: 

oor absorption of traffic 

ies, superimposing, 

issues of prohibited products & contraband, problem of  
currencies; 

responsibilities of drivers and carriers and status of 

of intra community 

a condition for the 

, the Executive Secretary of CILSS, indicated that 

road harassments and they collect trade data flows 

agricultural and livestock products in West Africa. After analyzing such data, CILSS 

workshops to disseminate their reports and advocate for an 

themselves, there will 

could bring hardships on people.  

began his submission 

the livestock and meat sector. He mentioned 

results in terms of trade facilitation in the UEMOA sub region 

Niger and Senegal. Their main concerns 

, West Africa Chief Commercial Officer from DAMCO Logistics, mentioned 

his company faces. He 

really understand the 

borders and said the 

, the Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament, said safety is 

very often mentioned as a factor strengthening border controls.  

The ECOWAS Parliament does not have any laws but has an advisory role.  

regular visits to the 

to discuss border crossing challenges with all 
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Recommendations 

• Accelerate the effective implementation of 
progress. 
 

• Reinforce checks and 
decrease those within the C
 

• Improve remunerations and work conditions

 

DAY 2 – February 27, 2014

FINANCING TRADE AND TRANSPORT SECTORS

The objective of this panel was to enable key financial institutions to present available 

financing packages, and describe how stakeholders can qualify to access these products.  

The Key Presentation was made by Mr. Hope Yongo

Director of NEXIM Bank, with Mr

Enterprises – ECOBANK Nigeria, 

Limited, and Mr. Samuel Apreku, M

panel was moderated by Mr. 

Shippers’ Council in Benin.  

Mr. Yongo observed that NEXIM Bank’s 
diversification of the Nigerian economy and develop the non
provision of the following services:
bearing facilities - Export Credit Guarantee & Export Credit Ins
and financial advisory services; trade & market information.
agriculture, solid minerals, and services (transport, tourism and entertainment
intervention (market focus). According to him
registered, creditworthy export Company/Cooperative Society, incorporated in Nigeria
registered with the Nigerian Export Promotion Council (NEPC)
 

Mr. Sola Ajayi, Managing Director of Adrog Cargo 

company is a beneficiary of NEXIM

the borders is informal, whereas

that meet eligibility criteria of banks

banks are the interest rates and charges that must be paid before access
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Accelerate the effective implementation of ECOWAS protocols and monitor 

checks and controls at the external borders of the ECOWAS region and 
within the Commission’s zone. 

Improve remunerations and work conditions for officials to reduce bribes and delays.

February 27, 2014 

FINANCING TRADE AND TRANSPORT SECTORS 

The objective of this panel was to enable key financial institutions to present available 

financing packages, and describe how stakeholders can qualify to access these products.  

on was made by Mr. Hope Yongo, Personal Assistant to the M

Bank, with Mr. Olasunkanmi Olowo, Head of Small and Medium 

ECOBANK Nigeria, Mr. Sola Ajayi, Managing Director of ADROG Cargo 

Apreku, Managing Director of Satellite Transport as

panel was moderated by Mr. Hervé Ilboudou, the Country Representative of Burkina 

Mr. Yongo observed that NEXIM Bank’s broad mandate is essentially to promote 
diversification of the Nigerian economy and develop the non-oil export sector through the 
provision of the following services: credit facilities in both local and foreign currencies; risk

Export Credit Guarantee & Export Credit Insurance; business development 
and financial advisory services; trade & market information. He mentioned 
agriculture, solid minerals, and services (transport, tourism and entertainment

on (market focus). According to him, the Bank’s facilities are available to any 
registered, creditworthy export Company/Cooperative Society, incorporated in Nigeria
registered with the Nigerian Export Promotion Council (NEPC).  

, Managing Director of Adrog Cargo Handlers Limited, confirmed that 

company is a beneficiary of NEXIM Bank’s loan. He, however, added that 

whereas, receiving funding must be formal with proper 

of banks. He concluded that the major problems of SMEs with 

and charges that must be paid before accessing 

ECOWAS protocols and monitor 

the ECOWAS region and 

officials to reduce bribes and delays. 

The objective of this panel was to enable key financial institutions to present available 

financing packages, and describe how stakeholders can qualify to access these products.  

rsonal Assistant to the Managing 

Small and Medium 

of ADROG Cargo Handlers 

Transport as panelists. The 

epresentative of Burkina 

broad mandate is essentially to promote the 
oil export sector through the 

acilities in both local and foreign currencies; risk-
urance; business development 
He mentioned manufacturing, 

agriculture, solid minerals, and services (transport, tourism and entertainment) as areas of 
the Bank’s facilities are available to any 

registered, creditworthy export Company/Cooperative Society, incorporated in Nigeria and 

confirmed that his 

added that regional trade at 

with proper documents 

the major problems of SMEs with 

ing loans.   
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Highlighting the contributions of ECOBANK 

Olasunkanmi Olowo, Head of 

institution’s vision to link trade within Africa and that they link businesses from one country 

to the other. He said the presence of the bank in 35 countries in Africa reinforces its vision. 

This vision explains why when the Borderless Alliance was 

the first organizations to buy the idea of its existence.  

developed products that enable trade from one country to the other; citing specifi

fact that money transfer can be 

10 minutes in other country.  Trade has

to the past when money sent in Africa had to go to London or Par

destination in Africa, even though both sender and recipient would be 

also cited the ability of a bank’s customer to withdraw money from his/her account 

country where the bank is present

bank also plays an intermediary role by facilitating business

one country is linked to another trader in another country. 

Nigeria, however, mentioned lack of documentation as a major challenge. He explained that 

many businesses moving across countries lack proper documentation; thus, this makes it 

difficult for the Bank to provide funding with no official documents. 

contribution to the transport sector, Mr. Olowo indicated that the Bank had financed B

Rapid Transit (BRT), a transport company in Nigeria, which has buses plying o

in West Africa.  As a major challenge, he 

banks from providing the transport sector with the necessary financing that it deserves

Concluding his submission, Mr. Olowo called 

to the bank so they can easily access credit facilities.

 

Making a contribution on cost of borrowing, Mr. Samuel Apreku, Managing Director of 

Satellite Transport in Ghana, first 

their extended difficulties. He explained that traders need foreign exchange to import a

therefore, the depreciation of any local currency would not augur well for businesses.

because, traders usually do their pricing based on the existing exchange rate. The second 

issue he mentioned is the fact that banks are not comfortable givin

transport companies. He explained that a transport company buying new trucks will expect 

a facility of five years to be able to recover what it has spent. However, because banks are 

not ready to provide a facility to last this long, th

capital to finance some of these transactions.

acceptance of certain forms of collaterals that would enable transport companies to secure 

loans as another challenge to the growth 

the case in Ghana, he said most banks

collateral before granting a credit facility. He, therefore, stressed the need for financial 
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Highlighting the contributions of ECOBANK - Nigeria to the trade and transport sectors, 

of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) of 

link trade within Africa and that they link businesses from one country 

to the other. He said the presence of the bank in 35 countries in Africa reinforces its vision. 

ision explains why when the Borderless Alliance was established, ECOBANK was one of 

the first organizations to buy the idea of its existence.  He mentioned that the bank has 

developed products that enable trade from one country to the other; citing specifi

fact that money transfer can be done in one country for the recipient to cash it within 5 to 

.  Trade has, therefore, become faster and easier as compared 

to the past when money sent in Africa had to go to London or Paris before 

even though both sender and recipient would be based 

also cited the ability of a bank’s customer to withdraw money from his/her account 

country where the bank is present, as another initiative of the bank to facilitate trade

bank also plays an intermediary role by facilitating business-to-business linkages: a trader in 

one country is linked to another trader in another country. The Head of SMEs at ECOBANK 

oned lack of documentation as a major challenge. He explained that 

many businesses moving across countries lack proper documentation; thus, this makes it 

difficult for the Bank to provide funding with no official documents. 

transport sector, Mr. Olowo indicated that the Bank had financed B

, a transport company in Nigeria, which has buses plying o

As a major challenge, he observed that bad nature of the roads 

banks from providing the transport sector with the necessary financing that it deserves

Concluding his submission, Mr. Olowo called on traders to make their businesses attractive 

to the bank so they can easily access credit facilities. 

contribution on cost of borrowing, Mr. Samuel Apreku, Managing Director of 

first bemoaned the high interest rates in borrowing which have 

extended difficulties. He explained that traders need foreign exchange to import a

therefore, the depreciation of any local currency would not augur well for businesses.

because, traders usually do their pricing based on the existing exchange rate. The second 

issue he mentioned is the fact that banks are not comfortable giving long term loans to 

transport companies. He explained that a transport company buying new trucks will expect 

a facility of five years to be able to recover what it has spent. However, because banks are 

not ready to provide a facility to last this long, the company is obliged to rely on its working 

capital to finance some of these transactions. Mr. Apreku further mentioned non

acceptance of certain forms of collaterals that would enable transport companies to secure 

loans as another challenge to the growth of the transport sector. Basing his explanation on 

the case in Ghana, he said most banks do not accept trucks bought, but want a fixed asset as 

collateral before granting a credit facility. He, therefore, stressed the need for financial 

Nigeria to the trade and transport sectors, Mr. 

of the Bank, said his 

link trade within Africa and that they link businesses from one country 

to the other. He said the presence of the bank in 35 countries in Africa reinforces its vision. 

ECOBANK was one of 

He mentioned that the bank has 

developed products that enable trade from one country to the other; citing specifically the 

one country for the recipient to cash it within 5 to 

become faster and easier as compared 

is before reaching its final 

based in Africa. He 

also cited the ability of a bank’s customer to withdraw money from his/her account in any 

nitiative of the bank to facilitate trade. The 

business linkages: a trader in 

The Head of SMEs at ECOBANK – 

oned lack of documentation as a major challenge. He explained that 

many businesses moving across countries lack proper documentation; thus, this makes it 

difficult for the Bank to provide funding with no official documents. On ECOBANK’s 

transport sector, Mr. Olowo indicated that the Bank had financed Bus 

, a transport company in Nigeria, which has buses plying on the corridors 

bad nature of the roads is preventing 

banks from providing the transport sector with the necessary financing that it deserves. 

traders to make their businesses attractive 

contribution on cost of borrowing, Mr. Samuel Apreku, Managing Director of 

bemoaned the high interest rates in borrowing which have 

extended difficulties. He explained that traders need foreign exchange to import and, 

therefore, the depreciation of any local currency would not augur well for businesses. This is 

because, traders usually do their pricing based on the existing exchange rate. The second 

g long term loans to 

transport companies. He explained that a transport company buying new trucks will expect 

a facility of five years to be able to recover what it has spent. However, because banks are 

e company is obliged to rely on its working 

Mr. Apreku further mentioned non-

acceptance of certain forms of collaterals that would enable transport companies to secure 

of the transport sector. Basing his explanation on 

do not accept trucks bought, but want a fixed asset as 

collateral before granting a credit facility. He, therefore, stressed the need for financial 
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institutions to take a second look at this to facilitate the process of granting loans to 

transport companies. 

 

 

Recommendation 

The Central Bank for West African States (BCEAO) should create a system of compensation 
among CFA, Naira, and other 
 

ISSUES WITH CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT IN WEST AFRICA

The panel highlighted some of the efforts in the region aimed at reducing road harassments 

(checkpoints, bribery, and delays) on various corri

the region, Abidjan-Lagos Corridor O

shared their own specific road governance issues, successes and challenges. The key 

presentation was made by Mr. Yaya Yedan, Ghana Country Representative of the Burkina 

Shippers’ Council, who gave an 

communities in corridor management. ECOWAS DECISION A.DEC.9/01/05 established a 

three-level institutional framework at the National, Corridor and Regional levels to remove 

barriers to the free flow of per

National Transport and Transit Facilitation Committees

and the Regional Transport and Transit Facilitation Committees. In addition, the 

Observatoire des Pratiques A

Hub, is a UEMOA coordinated 

major transit trade corridors 

public and the decision makers and undertake advocacy in order to trigger positive changes.

The Panelists included Mr. Aboubacar 

some specific projects aimed at i

Ms. Nikki Duncan, Consultant at USAID NEXTT in Nigeria who are implementing and 

managing the Lagos-Kano-Jibiya (LAKAJI) corridor. The objective of this project is to bring 

some good road governance to the use of the

Mr. Harvey de Hardt-Kaffils, 

Organization (ALCO), presented the work of his organization in corridor management 

specifically on the Lagos-Abidjan

countries – Benin, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, and Nigeria. The focus of this initiative is to 

reduce trade bottlenecks on the road as well as 

efforts of the two regional communities to accelerate regional integration t

facilitation.  
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e a second look at this to facilitate the process of granting loans to 

The Central Bank for West African States (BCEAO) should create a system of compensation 
 currencies. 

CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT IN WEST AFRICA 

The panel highlighted some of the efforts in the region aimed at reducing road harassments 

and delays) on various corridors within the region.

Lagos Corridor Organization (ALCO) and Lagos-Kano-Jibiya (LAKAJI), also 

shared their own specific road governance issues, successes and challenges. The key 

presentation was made by Mr. Yaya Yedan, Ghana Country Representative of the Burkina 

who gave an overview of various initiatives by the two regional 

communities in corridor management. ECOWAS DECISION A.DEC.9/01/05 established a 

level institutional framework at the National, Corridor and Regional levels to remove 

barriers to the free flow of persons and goods along our key trade and transit corridors

National Transport and Transit Facilitation Committees; Corridor Management Committees

and the Regional Transport and Transit Facilitation Committees. In addition, the 

Anormales (OPA) project, funded by USAID West Africa Trade 

is a UEMOA coordinated project aimed at collecting data on road harassments on 

 in West Africa, publish and disseminate results to the general 

n makers and undertake advocacy in order to trigger positive changes.

nelists included Mr. Aboubacar Nomao, Director of Transport- UEMOA, who outlined 

aimed at improving free movement of people, g

Duncan, Consultant at USAID NEXTT in Nigeria who are implementing and 

Jibiya (LAKAJI) corridor. The objective of this project is to bring 

to the use of the corridor.  

Kaffils, Communications Specialist for the Abidjan

presented the work of his organization in corridor management 

Abidjan Corridor. He said the project is being implemented in 5 

Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, and Nigeria. The focus of this initiative is to 

reduce trade bottlenecks on the road as well as at the ports. This is to complement the 

efforts of the two regional communities to accelerate regional integration t

e a second look at this to facilitate the process of granting loans to 

The Central Bank for West African States (BCEAO) should create a system of compensation 

The panel highlighted some of the efforts in the region aimed at reducing road harassments 

. Other corridors in 

Jibiya (LAKAJI), also 

shared their own specific road governance issues, successes and challenges. The key 

presentation was made by Mr. Yaya Yedan, Ghana Country Representative of the Burkina 

overview of various initiatives by the two regional 

communities in corridor management. ECOWAS DECISION A.DEC.9/01/05 established a 

level institutional framework at the National, Corridor and Regional levels to remove 

key trade and transit corridors: 

Corridor Management Committees; 

and the Regional Transport and Transit Facilitation Committees. In addition, the 

funded by USAID West Africa Trade 

on road harassments on 

in West Africa, publish and disseminate results to the general 

n makers and undertake advocacy in order to trigger positive changes. 

UEMOA, who outlined 

people, goods and services;   

Duncan, Consultant at USAID NEXTT in Nigeria who are implementing and 

Jibiya (LAKAJI) corridor. The objective of this project is to bring 

Abidjan-Lagos Corridor 

presented the work of his organization in corridor management 

said the project is being implemented in 5 

Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, and Nigeria. The focus of this initiative is to 

the ports. This is to complement the 

efforts of the two regional communities to accelerate regional integration through trade 
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Recommendations 

• Expedite action on 
enhance trade. 

• Intensify the good 
reduction. 

• Assist media outlets to
free movement of people and goods

• Impose sanctions 
with protocols on free movement of people and goods.

 

CRITICAL COMPARISON OF ROAD

REGIONAL TRADE 

Making the main presentation, Mr. Tidiane Traore, Coordinating Consultant of 

Promotional Company Limited

Transimex, was formed in 2011 to promote the establishment of a regional shipping 

West and Central Africa. He said t

for the West and Central Africa regions. 

Trade within West and Central Africa is mostly by road, only about 10% by sea, however the 

cost of sea transport is about one

maritime transport opportunity in the region will drive massive growth in trade. Sealink 

envisions a pilot coastal route from Dakar 

through the same route to Dakar for multipurpose vessel (passengers and cargo) of up to 

350 passenger capacity and up to 20 containers, 35 cars and 10 trucks capacity, making up 

to 5 round trips per month. 

Another proposed coastal route will be from Cotonou 

back through the same route to Cotonou. A third route is proposed for Dakar 

Monrovia – Abidjan – Tema –

route to Dakar. This service will carry only

expected to make 1 round trip

Sealink will be owned by investors from all member countries, headquartered in Nigeria 

with branch offices across West and Central Africa. The project will be entirely private sector 

driven, though with support from the national and 

Commission, FEWACCI, and the Maritime Organisation of 

(MOWCA).  

Mr. Jon Walden of Crown agents gave an overview of their Lagos ports study. He outlined 

various complex issues, not limited to infrastructure
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action on the construction of Joint Border Posts

the good road governance campaign to accelerate road harassment 

media outlets to educate road users on ECOWAS/UEMOA 
free movement of people and goods. 

anctions on UEMOA and ECOWAS member States who do not 
protocols on free movement of people and goods. 

OMPARISON OF ROAD, RAIL AND SEA TRANSPORT OPTIONS FOR INTRA

Making the main presentation, Mr. Tidiane Traore, Coordinating Consultant of 

Promotional Company Limited, said the project, being promoted by NEXIM, FEWACCI and 

was formed in 2011 to promote the establishment of a regional shipping 

He said the main objective is to provide maritime inter

for the West and Central Africa regions.  

Trade within West and Central Africa is mostly by road, only about 10% by sea, however the 

bout one-tenth the cost of air transport.  Thus, harnessing the 

maritime transport opportunity in the region will drive massive growth in trade. Sealink 

envisions a pilot coastal route from Dakar – Banjul – Bissau – Conakry – Freetown and back 

same route to Dakar for multipurpose vessel (passengers and cargo) of up to 

350 passenger capacity and up to 20 containers, 35 cars and 10 trucks capacity, making up 

Another proposed coastal route will be from Cotonou – Calabar – Douala

back through the same route to Cotonou. A third route is proposed for Dakar 

– Lomé – Lagos – Doula – Brazzaville and back through the same 

route to Dakar. This service will carry only cargoes, up to 40 containers and 40 cars and is 

trip per month.  

will be owned by investors from all member countries, headquartered in Nigeria 

offices across West and Central Africa. The project will be entirely private sector 

driven, though with support from the national and regional bodies including ECOWAS 

Commission, FEWACCI, and the Maritime Organisation of West and 

Mr. Jon Walden of Crown agents gave an overview of their Lagos ports study. He outlined 

various complex issues, not limited to infrastructure, which needed to be addressed. These 

s in the region to 

road governance campaign to accelerate road harassment 

educate road users on ECOWAS/UEMOA protocols and 

UEMOA and ECOWAS member States who do not comply 

RAIL AND SEA TRANSPORT OPTIONS FOR INTRA-

Making the main presentation, Mr. Tidiane Traore, Coordinating Consultant of Sealink 

being promoted by NEXIM, FEWACCI and 

was formed in 2011 to promote the establishment of a regional shipping line in 

he main objective is to provide maritime inter-connections 

Trade within West and Central Africa is mostly by road, only about 10% by sea, however the 

tenth the cost of air transport.  Thus, harnessing the 

maritime transport opportunity in the region will drive massive growth in trade. Sealink 

Freetown and back 

same route to Dakar for multipurpose vessel (passengers and cargo) of up to 

350 passenger capacity and up to 20 containers, 35 cars and 10 trucks capacity, making up 

Douala – Libreville and 

back through the same route to Cotonou. A third route is proposed for Dakar – Conakry- 

and back through the same 

, up to 40 containers and 40 cars and is 

will be owned by investors from all member countries, headquartered in Nigeria 

offices across West and Central Africa. The project will be entirely private sector 

bodies including ECOWAS 

West and Central Africa 

Mr. Jon Walden of Crown agents gave an overview of their Lagos ports study. He outlined 

needed to be addressed. These 
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include Terminal operators’ concession agreements, use & misuse of dry ports 

container scanning capacity, lack of intermodal / multimodal investment and over complex 

processes and procedures and insufficient stakeholder co

Regarding the facilitation of the international supply chain, Mr

several relevant elements were interconnected. Commercial pro

procedures, regulatory and financial procedures are all interlinked and all four need to be 

fixed in order to maximize trade facilitation. He mentioned that

emphasized as much as trade facilitation but is also very important.

He lauded the efforts of Sealink 

regulated environment. This would make them more formal and

keep proper documentation which will

finance.  He also emphasized 

efficiently in order to see the benefits of the Sealink 

Mr. Sidi Aliyu, Director of Multilateral and Bilateral Trade of Nigerian Export Promotion 

Council, made a brief presentation on the issues. He 

trade demands a high level of cooperation and recommended that as road tran

West Africa are among the highest in the world

alternative options to moving goods in the region. He said the Sealink 

competitive because of the absence of rail and challenges of rail transport. 

still important to develop rail 

effective movement of bulk cargo

Mr. Moses Oyebola, Assistant Director 

contributed to this panel. He said all modes of transportation have their advantages and 

disadvantages, depending on the nature of the goods.  Traditional models of transportation

are no more in vogue and transport is now dynamic

easy. However, accidents, cross border delays etc. are all issues that ne

and, as such, there is the need to move toward multi modalism.

 

Recommendation 

BA should support the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region 

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are among the 

highest in the world. 

 

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY 

The Panel focused on best practice sharing in the use of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) to make groundbreaking innovations in
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include Terminal operators’ concession agreements, use & misuse of dry ports 

container scanning capacity, lack of intermodal / multimodal investment and over complex 

processes and procedures and insufficient stakeholder co-ordination among others.  

Regarding the facilitation of the international supply chain, Mr. Walden mentioned that 

relevant elements were interconnected. Commercial procedures, 

egulatory and financial procedures are all interlinked and all four need to be 

fixed in order to maximize trade facilitation. He mentioned that transport facilitation is not 

emphasized as much as trade facilitation but is also very important. 

the efforts of Sealink Project, saying it would inevitably bring formal traders into a 

regulated environment. This would make them more formal and would compel them to 

keep proper documentation which will, in turn, position them to have better access to 

finance.  He also emphasized the importance of getting the ports in the region to work 

efficiently in order to see the benefits of the Sealink Project. 

, Director of Multilateral and Bilateral Trade of Nigerian Export Promotion 

made a brief presentation on the issues. He observed that developing regional 

trade demands a high level of cooperation and recommended that as road tran

West Africa are among the highest in the world, it is important to find and develop 

alternative options to moving goods in the region. He said the Sealink 

competitive because of the absence of rail and challenges of rail transport. 

still important to develop rail lines; otherwise, there will always be issues

movement of bulk cargo. 

, Assistant Director of Trade Services of Nigerian Shippers’ Council

contributed to this panel. He said all modes of transportation have their advantages and 

depending on the nature of the goods.  Traditional models of transportation

are no more in vogue and transport is now dynamic, thus, moving goods by road should be 

accidents, cross border delays etc. are all issues that need to be addressed 

there is the need to move toward multi modalism. 

BA should support the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region 

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are among the 

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT) IN TRADE FACILITATION

The Panel focused on best practice sharing in the use of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) to make groundbreaking innovations in transport and trade facilitation in 

include Terminal operators’ concession agreements, use & misuse of dry ports / ICDs, lack of 

container scanning capacity, lack of intermodal / multimodal investment and over complex 

ordination among others.  

lden mentioned that 

cedures, transport 

egulatory and financial procedures are all interlinked and all four need to be 

transport facilitation is not 

t would inevitably bring formal traders into a 

would compel them to 

position them to have better access to 

the ports in the region to work 

, Director of Multilateral and Bilateral Trade of Nigerian Export Promotion 

developing regional 

trade demands a high level of cooperation and recommended that as road transport costs in 

it is important to find and develop 

alternative options to moving goods in the region. He said the Sealink Project will be 

competitive because of the absence of rail and challenges of rail transport. Nonetheless, it is 

s with the free and 

Trade Services of Nigerian Shippers’ Council, also 

contributed to this panel. He said all modes of transportation have their advantages and 

depending on the nature of the goods.  Traditional models of transportation 

oving goods by road should be 

ed to be addressed 

BA should support the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region 

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are among the 

TRADE FACILITATION 

The Panel focused on best practice sharing in the use of Information and Communication 

transport and trade facilitation in 
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the region a reality. Mr. Michael Ivenso of Trident Group

He said Sub-Saharan Africa could boost its annual G

billion if time spent in Customs clearance is cut by 50%.

He intimated that inefficiencies in the Supply Chain were captured in three ma

Entry/Exit points; Inland Transportation and Logistics System

Environment and Compliance.

He gave the example of the Jordan 

Transportation Hub) which began operation in late 2005. 

solution designed to optimize landside movement of cargo to

crossings. Stakeholders with access to this hub include Ministry of Transport, Customs, 

container terminal operators, truck drivers and tru

include: improved efficiency/productivity; better managed activities; better use of limited 

infrastructure; and increased logistic visibility & data collection. 

the “Port Access & Border

transport operations for ports, terminals & 

Consignment Note” used in the Middle East, where i

receiver countries is included on the note when issued at origin. Time spent at border 

crossings can be significantly reduced with corresponding reduction in transport cost. 

targeting, risk profiling & screening for import compliance are mechani

facilitating trade and expediting import c

valuation,  detecting import violations 

support WCO- Safe framework.

Mr. Ivenso observed that Intelligent Trade & Logistics Syst

investments and efforts and that 

developing regions. Thus, the

region, considering its high impact and

The Nigeria Customs Service also gave a presentation on the Nigeria Single Window System

highlighting the positive impacts realized so far.  According to 

Conference on Trade and Development (

requires an average of 40 documents of 200 data elements, with 15% repeated at least 30 

times and 60-70% repeated more than once. The background of the single window system is 

based on UN Recommendation 33, which states that it is a

involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information and documents with a 

single entry point to fulfil all import, export, and transit

information is electronic, then individual

optimum goal of Single Window is to create an integrated workspace of data and business 

processes for all trade related activities and stakeholders, with the trader at the core

achieve the aims of a Single Window environment, a robust integrated, holistic, 
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Mr. Michael Ivenso of Trident Group was the key speaker for the Panel

Saharan Africa could boost its annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

billion if time spent in Customs clearance is cut by 50%. 

inefficiencies in the Supply Chain were captured in three ma

Inland Transportation and Logistics System; and the Regulatory 

Environment and Compliance. 

He gave the example of the Jordan Model: NAFITH (National Freight Information & 

Transportation Hub) which began operation in late 2005. NAFITH has a proven intermodal 

solution designed to optimize landside movement of cargo to and from ports and border 

crossings. Stakeholders with access to this hub include Ministry of Transport, Customs, 

container terminal operators, truck drivers and trucking companies.  NAFITH efficiency gains 

include: improved efficiency/productivity; better managed activities; better use of limited 

and increased logistic visibility & data collection. He also gave the

Port Access & Border Transit Control System”  which manages 24

transport operations for ports, terminals & Free Trade Zone as well as the “

” used in the Middle East, where information required for transit and 

included on the note when issued at origin. Time spent at border 

crossings can be significantly reduced with corresponding reduction in transport cost. 

targeting, risk profiling & screening for import compliance are mechani

and expediting import clearance, increasing revenue through better 

valuation,  detecting import violations and wrong declarations  and improving  security to 

Safe framework. 

Intelligent Trade & Logistics Systems multiply impact of other 

and that ICT has the potential of addressing a range of challenges in 

us, the time is right for ICT to be used extensively in 

considering its high impact and relatively low cost.  

also gave a presentation on the Nigeria Single Window System

highlighting the positive impacts realized so far.  According to the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), each international trade transaction 

requires an average of 40 documents of 200 data elements, with 15% repeated at least 30 

70% repeated more than once. The background of the single window system is 

UN Recommendation 33, which states that it is a facility that allows parties 

involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information and documents with a 

single entry point to fulfil all import, export, and transit-related regulatory requirements. If 

information is electronic, then individual data elements should be submitted 

oal of Single Window is to create an integrated workspace of data and business 

processes for all trade related activities and stakeholders, with the trader at the core

achieve the aims of a Single Window environment, a robust integrated, holistic, 

key speaker for the Panel. 

roduct (GDP) by $15 

inefficiencies in the Supply Chain were captured in three main areas: 

and the Regulatory 

NAFITH (National Freight Information & 

NAFITH has a proven intermodal 

from ports and border 

crossings. Stakeholders with access to this hub include Ministry of Transport, Customs, 

cking companies.  NAFITH efficiency gains 

include: improved efficiency/productivity; better managed activities; better use of limited 

He also gave the example of 

which manages 24-hour freight 

Free Trade Zone as well as the “Common 

nformation required for transit and 

included on the note when issued at origin. Time spent at border 

crossings can be significantly reduced with corresponding reduction in transport cost. Risk 

targeting, risk profiling & screening for import compliance are mechanisms available for 

learance, increasing revenue through better 

declarations  and improving  security to 

ems multiply impact of other 

ICT has the potential of addressing a range of challenges in 

time is right for ICT to be used extensively in the West Africa 

also gave a presentation on the Nigeria Single Window System, 

the United Nations 

ional trade transaction 

requires an average of 40 documents of 200 data elements, with 15% repeated at least 30 

70% repeated more than once. The background of the single window system is 

facility that allows parties 

involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information and documents with a 

related regulatory requirements. If 

data elements should be submitted only once. The 

oal of Single Window is to create an integrated workspace of data and business 

processes for all trade related activities and stakeholders, with the trader at the core. To 

achieve the aims of a Single Window environment, a robust integrated, holistic, and multi-
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phased approach is essential to realising the shared values of all stakeholders, focusing on 

the 4Ps – People, Processes, P

The World Bank Trading Across Borders Index measures and ranks countries on the time, 

cost, number of processes and documents required for import and export with Nigeria 

ranked 146 out of 183 in 2011. 

in Nigeria, the country plans to be 50% better, faster and c

within 5 years.  

The expected impact on trade transaction cost reduction could approximately be more than 

$130 million per year according to World Bank’s Doing B

qualitative benefits include 

simpler and faster processes for clearance and releas

reduced corruption,  reduction in bureaucratic processes

boost to economic growth and increased foreign direct investment.

 

FIELD TRIP TO EKO ATLANTIC CITY

On February 28, about 70 conference participants visited the Eko Atlantic City Project on 

Victoria Island, Lagos. The multi

be completed in 2016. Eko Atlantic City

designed for sustainable living, commerce and business, expected to house 250,000 

residents and cater for 150,000 commuters. It will also protect the natural coastline of Lagos 

from erosion. Eko Atlantic city is being built

new gateway to Africa in the 21

resources of Lagos, generating space and opportunity. With its wide boulevards and its 

clean, green and congestion-

urban development. The Project is a fully private sector investment with banks such as First 

Bank, GT Bank, Access Bank and BNP Paribas funding 

participants a presentation on the conception

on a tour of the land reclamation site where some building and road construction ha

already begun.   
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phased approach is essential to realising the shared values of all stakeholders, focusing on 

Platform and Policy. 

ng Across Borders Index measures and ranks countries on the time, 

cost, number of processes and documents required for import and export with Nigeria 

ranked 146 out of 183 in 2011. Based on the implementation of the Single Window System 

ntry plans to be 50% better, faster and cheaper in trad

The expected impact on trade transaction cost reduction could approximately be more than 

ccording to World Bank’s Doing Business Indicators. Exp

qualitative benefits include improved and effective collection of government revenues, 

simpler and faster processes for clearance and release,  reduced costs of compliance

reduced corruption,  reduction in bureaucratic processes,  improved trader co

boost to economic growth and increased foreign direct investment. 

FIELD TRIP TO EKO ATLANTIC CITY 

about 70 conference participants visited the Eko Atlantic City Project on 

Victoria Island, Lagos. The multi-billion dollar project commenced in 2009 and is expected to 

be completed in 2016. Eko Atlantic City, when completed, will be an ultra

esigned for sustainable living, commerce and business, expected to house 250,000 

residents and cater for 150,000 commuters. It will also protect the natural coastline of Lagos 

Eko Atlantic city is being built on land reclaimed from the ocean 

new gateway to Africa in the 21st century. The Project will relieve pressure on the stretched 

resources of Lagos, generating space and opportunity. With its wide boulevards and its 

free streets, Eko Atlantic will be a striking example of modern 

roject is a fully private sector investment with banks such as First 

Bank, GT Bank, Access Bank and BNP Paribas funding it. The marketing team projected to 

participants a presentation on the conception of the project. Participants were later 

on a tour of the land reclamation site where some building and road construction ha
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ANALYSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ANALYSES 

The conference was very well attended with very good representation from several 

countries in the region and beyond. 

Mano-River Union, Sierra Leone. 

Investment and Export Promotion Agency (

the conference. SLIEPA stressed the need for trade and transport facilitation advocacy in the 

Mano-River countries. The conference also attracted 35 local and international m

outlets (print, electronic, online) which disseminated the message of the conference 

way of creating visibility and impact, and also reinforcing the advocacy activities of BA, its 

members and other stakeholders.  

 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

1. Deepen collaboration with other regional institutions and USAID projects 
involved in trade facilitation in West Africa.

2. Extend presence and activities 

River Union, especially Sierra Leone.  

Information Centers (BICs) in West Africa to assist traders and to support the 

capacity building of border officials.

3. Support the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region,

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are 

among the highest in the world.

4. Facilitate implementation of the ALISA system in West Africa and also support 

the implementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional roa

5. Facilitate access to finance for the trade and transport sectors with emphasis on 

financing of the trucking industry, promotion of containerization in the region, 

liberalization of the trucking industry and professionalization of the trucking 

sector. 

6. Advocate for more control at external borders and less control at internal 

borders in the spirit of the ECOWAS ETLS.
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ANALYSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conference was very well attended with very good representation from several 

countries in the region and beyond. It marked the first appearance of a country from the 

River Union, Sierra Leone. The country was represented by the Sierra Leone 

ment and Export Promotion Agency (SLIEPA) who had joined the Alliance just before 

the conference. SLIEPA stressed the need for trade and transport facilitation advocacy in the 

The conference also attracted 35 local and international m

outlets (print, electronic, online) which disseminated the message of the conference 

of creating visibility and impact, and also reinforcing the advocacy activities of BA, its 

members and other stakeholders.   

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE BORDERLESS ALLIANCE

eepen collaboration with other regional institutions and USAID projects 
involved in trade facilitation in West Africa. 

xtend presence and activities of the Alliance to other countries in 

especially Sierra Leone.  Also, expand the network of Border 

Information Centers (BICs) in West Africa to assist traders and to support the 

capacity building of border officials. 

upport the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region,

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are 

among the highest in the world. 

acilitate implementation of the ALISA system in West Africa and also support 

the implementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional roa

acilitate access to finance for the trade and transport sectors with emphasis on 

financing of the trucking industry, promotion of containerization in the region, 

liberalization of the trucking industry and professionalization of the trucking 

dvocate for more control at external borders and less control at internal 

borders in the spirit of the ECOWAS ETLS. 

The conference was very well attended with very good representation from several 

a country from the 

was represented by the Sierra Leone 

joined the Alliance just before 

the conference. SLIEPA stressed the need for trade and transport facilitation advocacy in the 

The conference also attracted 35 local and international media 

outlets (print, electronic, online) which disseminated the message of the conference as a 

of creating visibility and impact, and also reinforcing the advocacy activities of BA, its 

THE BORDERLESS ALLIANCE 

eepen collaboration with other regional institutions and USAID projects 

to other countries in the Mano 

expand the network of Border 

Information Centers (BICs) in West Africa to assist traders and to support the 

upport the development of alternative options to moving goods in the region, 

including maritime and railways, since road transport costs in West Africa are 

acilitate implementation of the ALISA system in West Africa and also support 

the implementation of the Abuja Process by adopting a regional road map. 

acilitate access to finance for the trade and transport sectors with emphasis on 

financing of the trucking industry, promotion of containerization in the region, 

liberalization of the trucking industry and professionalization of the trucking 

dvocate for more control at external borders and less control at internal 


